
Minutes* 
 

Senate Committee on Educational Policy 
Wednesday, October 27, 1999 

1:00 – 3:00 
Room 238 Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Judith Martin (chair), Wilbert Ahern, Steve Fitzgerald, Darwin Hendel, Gordon Hirsch, 

Karen Seashore Louis, Kathleen Newell, Marsha Odom, Richard Skaggs, Suzanne Bates 
Smith, Thomas Soulen, Steven Sperber, Craig Swan, Lisa Wersal 

 
Regrets: Emily Hoover, Tina Rovick 
 
Absent: Christine Maziar, Riv-Ellen Prell, Rita Snyder, Bradley Wuotila 
 
Guests: Professor Harvey Sarles 
 
[In these minutes:  report of a conference on reorganizing knowledge and different visions of the 
university; faculty one-stop; classroom expectations] 
 
 
1. Discussion with Professor Sarles 
 
 Professor Martin convened the meeting at 1:00 and welcomed Professor Harvey Sarles to report 
on a conference he had recently attended on "Reorganizing Knowledge: Transforming Institutions -- 
Knowing, Knowledge, and the University in the XXI Century."  It would be interesting for the Committee 
to hear what people are saying about what might come to universities, she said, and asked him to inform 
the Committee about what he had learned. 
 
         The conference was at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, another land-grant institution, 
so the setting and context was familiar, Professor Sarles said.  The conference was organized under the 
auspices of the Journal  "Organization: The interdisciplinary journal of organization, theory, and society," 
and was composed primarily of people from business schools.  These individuals typically study 
organizations in the world, but rarely study their own organization, even though it the university is 
changing considerably.  He has observed this himself, Professor Sarles reflected: higher education faculty 
rarely study the literature on the changing university.  In addition, there is relatively little research on 
universities, at a time when both they and the world are changing a great deal. 
 

There were five framing questions from the conference: 
 
1. How rapidly is change occurring?  On the outside, people say it is changing very rapidly, the largest 
change since the Industrial Revolution.  Inside the university, change appears less rapid. How rapidly will 
the change be accepted or opposed? What should be preserved in the midst of the change? Can anyone 
assert any control over the change?  
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2. How much has the  prestige and authority of the university dropped? The corporate world seems to 
have more of both.   
 
3. Can we preserve core university structures; or is the entire university is open to markets? 
 
4. The nature of knowledge: it is at once everywhere, and there is a sense that this time is the "end of 
knowledge"-- a postmodern time in which knowledge has no specific location or integrity. 
 
5. Future visions of the university include several possibilities: 

--      General Motors (Brongers) 
         --      Hollywood (McSwite) 
         --      Action Research (Greenwood and Levin) 
         --      The Present Age (Sarles) 
 

Most of the participants observe and participate in change; they often lament it but enable it or are 
in charge of it.  They see the university as structure and process, and do not think much about disciplinary 
issues (e.g., literature, the human condition, physics); their view seems narrow and particular.  The liberal 
arts have a different vision from the professional schools; the latter have their own constituents, and do 
not seem to know very much about the liberal arts and sciences. 
 

Professor Sarles cited the isolation of the various disciplines at the present time; as example, a 
reference to C.P. Snow's, "The Two Cultures."  The sciences and humanities have not been talking with 
one another for several decades; since large research monies entered the academy. More general questions 
of the human condition, the meaning and uses of knowledge, and the ends of education are not much 
being addressed. Much of knowledge and the curriculum remain fairly obscure even to the faculty, each 
specialized group writing for very narrow audiences mostly at other universities.  
 
         This ending of conversation about knowledge is indicated by the lack of general convocations and 
the sense that knowledge is either too wide or specialized for us to gain a sense for its extent and depths: 
e.g., the substantive knowledge of the 150 or so Ph.D. programs, since very few of us wander very far 
around the curriculum. We tend to see intellectual and research problems, approaches that Professor 
Sarles likes to call "disciplined thinking," as located within departmental structures, each of which works 
to maintain its boundaries. In such contexts, any depth of meaning and integrity of knowledge tends to 
become obscured by the reality of institutional appointments, power, genealogies, and jobs. 
 
         Reaction to this includes the sense that authority has diminished and is being replaced by 
celebrity; e.g., the star system. There is also the postmodernist critical reaction which sees knowledge as 
changing to accommodate external grants and interests; now vanishing, being replaced by politics and 
corporatization, reflected in the line oft-repeated at the conference as "the end of knowledge." In these 
contexts, there is even a question of whether to preserve the university, since access to knowledge now 
seems to be in the public domain; or knowledge no longer has any durable or palpable meaning. 
 
         A most general assumption, deriving from the questions about knowledge, is that the future 
university is inevitably interdisciplinary.  A sense of cynicism about the disciplines being bureaucratic 
departmental structures, has moved most of the organization theorists to presume that interdisciplinarity 
will be the answer to this changing moment for the university.  
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         This has already resulted in some disciplines being lost, literally, in quests for support external to 
the university: botany and zoology, for example, and the virtual disappearance of other important -- 
perhaps -- subjects which have simply gone away, and very few of us have noticed. Professor Sarles was 
concerned that much of knowledge will simply vanish in the name of necessity, and urged that we begin 
serious discussions about the curriculum and knowledge, so that we become thoughtful and educated 
critics of knowledge outside the vicissitudes of these rapidly changing times. Not, as he said, to try to 
return the university to some former moments of glory, but to consider what and how we know, and how 
this all might affect the world. 
 
         Another observation of the conference was that the idea of the university which is being 
discussed is a fairly recent version, deriving especially from some changes of administrative thought 
which developed during the 1970s; an increasing emphasis on research, but the very nature of university 
administration changed from what Owen Wangensteen -- the formative mind and gatherer of talent in 
transplantation surgery --characterized as an "abdication of administration." We began more to look at 
other universities to determine the quality of our faculty -- the star system -- more than raising and 
developing the quality of its faculty: a shift that Bruce Wilshire referred to as "the moral collapse of the 
university." In this sense, most of the organizational theorists now depict a university which is 
considerably different from the disciplined place that most of the faculty actually experience and promote. 
 
         Professor Sarles described for the Committee the plenary sessions held at the conference, 
beginning with a presentation by Human Resources Dean Johan Brongers of General Motors University, 
who was very professorial and impressive:  the university of the future will be General Motors and Sears; 
real world universities that will prepare people for the world, and farm out what is left over to the 
universities as we live in them. 
 
         British Sociologist Gerard Delanty elegantly argued that the shift from the Enlightenment of the 
18th century university to the present is the move from "knowledge as an end" to "the end of knowledge." 
The university was the protector of the cognitive structure of society, but no longer. As the university is 
forced to become more accountable to society, academic freedom and the autonomy of knowledge 
disappear. 
 
         David Noble, an historian from Ontario's York University, talked about distance education, 
noting similarities between distance education and correspondence courses  earlier this century. The 
current spate of interest in internet education will first expand, then will gradually wane after several big 
players attempt to control all of higher education.  
 
        Sandra Harding, Professor of Philosophy and Women's Studies at UCLA, noted that the 
university continues to be the major site for the democratization of society; most positive, but it has also 
created current epistemological and institutional crises as the legitimacy of dominant western knowledge 
and the institutions responsible for producing it have depended on the absence of standpoints and persons 
of Western Civilization's "Others." 
 
 Sheila Slaughter is a professor in the Center for the Study of Higher Education at the University 
of Arizona. Her view is that the reality of the environment of research universities is changing very 
rapidly, and generally negatively. In this development, the concept of university-shared governance may 
suffer, and the concept of the university as a community will diminish.  
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         Eduardo Ibarra is Professor of Organization Studies at the Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana-
Izlapalapa in Mexico City. His task was literally to rethink the idea of the university in the concept of 
globalization of economies and ideas. His analysis includes the university in a much wider sense of 
relations between institutions and society, and is concerned that universities are failing in their promises 
and becoming themselves the best demonstration of the limits of modernization. 
 

The General Sessions: there were some 100 sessions spread over three days, approaching 
questions of the changing nature of knowledge: how quickly, where is it situated, whose is it, is the "end 
of knowledge" at hand? How, in all these cases, do we rethink the university: can it change to 
accommodate, lead, or direct change? Is this more a re-organizing or a trans-forming moment; where are 
boundaries and borderlines, how do they hold, what roles for administration and faculty? What of 
corporatization, faculty, management, and the relation between  the university and the state? The last 
sessions asked: "What next?" 
 

From all this talk and thought, Professor Sarles noted the emergence of 4 different "visions" of 
the future of knowledge and the university: 
 
1. General Motors (Brongers) 
2. Hollywood (McSwite) 
3. Action Research (AR- Greenwood and Levin) 
4. The Present Age (Sarles) 
 

1. General Motors University (Brongers) will be the future university, a corporate vision which 
will train people to work in the global economy.  Within this model, there is little discussion of education, 
the human condition, or of teaching. GM is about learning, and represents a shift from the top-down 
model, so the corporation becomes a learning institution and students must be more engaged in learning. 
The University remains top-down. The GM model is opportunistic, but exciting, with a lot of money, and 
goes where it is able. Knowledge is, in effect, a commodity -- for sale. 
 

2. "Hollywood" (McSwite) is a vision of the future university in which like-minded 
interdisciplinary thinkers join as groups to develop their own brands of knowledge; sets of self-managing 
groups which break up and constantly reform, as the groups all find opportunities; re-organizing the 
university toward the rationality of emerging markets and changing times. It seems at once to be a critical, 
even sardonic vision, but its appeal is quite powerful. Knowledge, in this vision, is emergent. What is 
past, is gone. 
 

3. Action Research (Greenwood and Levin) is a vision that the university should respond to its 
various constituencies and settings by becoming the research wing of communities. It extends the land-
grant agricultural extension notion to include essentially everyone. This vision is critical of the current 
thinking about knowledge, embedded as it is in Tayloristic (top-down) thinking, and proposes that we 
teach-how more than we teach-that, toward a deeper exploration of what we mean by knowledge. 
 

4. The Present Age (Sarles) proposes to "re-center" the university on a study of this rapidly 
changing moment. As the future is truly unknown and unscripted, at least one university can take the 
opportunity to study these changes as they are occurring. Professor Sarles suggests that the University of 
Minnesota is in a very good position to take advantage of this opportunity; a vision to enable us to rethink 
the University, possibly to become reality. 
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In the vision of The Present Age, the university would develop several centers which would 
include the study of science and technology as they are occurring and altering our very being and 
thinking; the study of cities as more and more persons migrate to them; the changing nature of work; 
study of a sustainable world; curing and teaching - in this time of momentous change in the curing arts 
and medicine; and several more. This would enable us to create an "important" University of Minnesota 
as the university which takes up all these issues seriously, or centrally.  
 

The vision includes the notion that the current state of knowledge is quite vast, that much of the 
disciplined thinking of research and scholarship is basic both to our study of the world and the human 
condition, and that much is being lost without thoughtful critique. It seeks to re-center the university, 
while also permitting us to examine the nature of knowledge as it has characterized what we have meant 
by the university: the disciplines will remain, but the faculty will also join in the study of the present age 
while we engage the conversation of what knowledge is. 
 

This vision rests upon an analysis of what Professor Sarles dubs the "Harvard Pyramid" in which 
the very definition of the university is embedded and resistant to change, even as all universities are in the 
midst of rapid change. Presently universities model themselves upon 5 or so other universities which they 
deem better or higher, and 5 or so which are not. This has the result of stabilizing the meaning of the 
university within a model which no longer seems to be working, undermines any integrity to the 
university, and is susceptible to increasing temptations of external support, but also of definition.  
 

The opportunity now occurs to step outside of this university pyramid and develop an "important" 
U. of Minnesota. We would no longer be competing within the "Harvard Pyramid," but become much 
more self-definitional as we incorporate the study of the Present Age. How to do this well, to attempt to 
bring a sense of importance and prestige to the university, and to the very idea of knowledge as of central 
importance to our lives? 
 

Committee members offered a number of observations: 
 

The Committee should take this up, think about what the center of the institution is doing.  It may 
be following a business ethic and not be aware of  it. 
 

Faculty identify more with their disciplines than their institution. How are conversations across 
disciplines to be effected? If a convocation is held, people will not come. 
 

Professor Sarles related that he has "wandered" across the disciplines, and learned that people do 
not see how others view the world; people must be interviewed to get a sense of their discipline, 
something he has done and taught. It is an ethnographic and qualitative process which considers the 
disciplines to be much like cultures. 
 

Are there strategies the University could foster to broaden disciplines? 
 

Any conversations or activities need to be structured, or nothing will happen. SCEP developed 
the Center for Educational Development 30 years ago, and proposed a budget that it could use to fund 
innovation. It never received as much as SCEP had recommended, but it did fund innovation. It was 
premised on the thesis that the only absolute is that knowledge will change; people operate in their own 
fields, however, and do not want change. The University has neglected the study of the university. 
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There is a center for the study of higher education, which has more people in it than in some of 
the University's peers. That there is, however, has not filtered out. 
 

Professor Sarles said it is necessary to center the University in The Present Age, and get the 
provost/vice president to make it into a different place, outside the Harvard model. Top administrators 
must be committed to the change, and attempt to create a university which both studies these changing 
times, but also attempts to preserve and promote knowledge. 
 

It is imperative to name what is important about the University and why it is needed. That will 
not be done in the disciplines; there must be a vision of the common mission. If the University wants to 
be seen as a center for the production and sharing of knowledge, it must articulate why it is relevant. 
 

Professor Sarles commented that there are any number of local and national faculty who would 
love the idea of getting out of the Harvard pyramid; the business community would also like it.  It is 
important that there be a centrality of mission and vision, not scattered over little centers that people do 
not know of. 
 

In his view, the University has been in some decline for 40 years, largely because middling 
administrators looked back at a golden age, when there were a lot of famous people here in the 1940s and 
1950s who then left. They tend to look back nostalgically rather than raise the next group of faculty. The 
faculty here is better than it thinks; the question is how the administration can bolster them, and help 
enable the concept of the University as "important."  
 

Several years ago, President Hasselmo and Senior Vice President Infante held a series of 
discussion groups around big issues. They were very interesting, but attendance fell off and there was 
nothing to sustain them. There are a lot of cross-disciplinary conversations; some persist, and are more 
like chaos theory: every moment is a shifting moment. 
 

Professor Sarles said that those at the conference would agree.  His question is whether or not 
there is a core; it is up for grabs and disappearing while the University is not having the conversations it 
should. The place to do that is in a study of the present age. 
 
-- What is the view of undergraduates on what a university is or should be?  Professor Sarles opined 
that most current undergraduates are interested in credentialling; their lives are on hold until they obtain 
the credential. Most do not think seriously about a university; they want to buy their education and get 
through. They remain uninvolved, in a moment of removal and cynicism. The University should play a 
role in studying the changes as they are occurring, attempting to engage undergraduates in defining their 
futures. 
 
--       How does one counter the individualism of the faculty? Professor Sarles suggested that an 
"important" U. of  Minnesota would be one in which the "best" conversations would be occurring here, 
that the faculty would be shaping them. Other ideas would be to engage each faculty both in their 
disciplines and in the Study of the Present Age; to begin to lay out their future ideas for themselves in 1, 
2, and 5 year increments both within their careers and the Present Age.  
 
--       There should be a place where discussions occur, and should be discussed by the Legislature and 
Governor.  Arne Carlson said the institution must be responsive to industry; those comments affect 
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administrators more than faculty conversations.  Professor Sarles responded to say that an engaging vision 
of the University would be very useful for appealing to legislators. 
 
--      How did the University get to be first-rate in the 1940s: because it was taken seriously and had 
good administrations. The opportunity is there; this is a large university in a very good place. 
 
--       If this is a subject to be pursued, the Committee should look at the recent Wingspread conference 
report on the role of a university in a democracy.  The land-grant model is more proactive than reactive. 
 
--       Dean Steven Rosenstone is chairing a task force to review the budget process, which is looking at 
common goods; the Committee should invite him soon to speak with it. There are a lot of things that have 
to do with undergraduate education but which could be at risk in an IMG environment if they do not 
generate their own revenues. 
 
--       There was a big change, 20 years ago, in how the University presents itself to the state. Under 
President Magrath, the deans wanted to be able to say they could do things and go to the state for funds.  
He said no, the approach must be holistic, rather than having funds flow to the University based on short-
term needs of the state.  Compact planning, added another Committee member, drives colleges to make 
short-term decisions. 
 
         Professor Martin invited Committee members to think about the presentation, and about whether 
or not the Committee should take up any part(s) of it. She thanked Professor Sarles for joining the 
meeting. 
 
2. Faculty One-Stop 
 
 Professor Martin noted for the Committee that the Faculty One-Stop is now functioning on the 
web, and that Committee members should try using it to answer questions they may have.  She cautioned 
that it is not completed and that there is much information that needs to be added.  The website is 
http://www.onestop.umn.edu/Faculty. 
 
 The Committee also agreed that the guidelines on classroom expectations, when approved, should 
be put on the Faculty One-Stop. 
 
3. Guidelines on Classroom Expectations 
 
 The Committee then took up the revised draft of the guidelines on classroom expectations, made 
additional changes, and agreed that the final version would await advice from the General Counsel's 
office on two points.  The draft will also be circulated to the Council of Undergraduate Deans for review. 
 
 Professor Martin adjourned the meeting at 3:00. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 


